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Hg July Highlights
Welcome to Hg’s monthly digest, designed to keep you updated with news from
Hg and our network of portfolio companies. The newsletter can also be found
on our website. If you would like to subscribe, please email us.
Alternatively, follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn!

Tom Boucher on what really
impacts a company's values
Speaking at Hg's CFO Forum,
Tom demonstrates that the tools, systems & data
at a CFO's disposal, applied consistently through
the business lifecycle, can have a significant
impact on a company's values. Read more

Hg News

Litera acquires Workshare
Litera Microsystems announces its acquisition of Workshare in a
move that underlines the company’s focus on providing a
seamless drafting experience for users across best-of-breed
technologies. Read more

Hg rated AA+ by the Principles for
Responsible Investment
“Portfolio Monitoring & Active Ownership” is our main area of
growth. Led by Caroline Löfgren, the team will continue working
on Carbon neutrality, climate change & social impact. Read more

Rhapsody and Corepoint merge
"Combining these two companies will bring together the
technology, talent, service and trusted customer relationships to
address the most complex healthcare interoperability challenges,
now and in the future." Read more

Vin Murria is Angel of the Year
Congratulations to Vin Murria and Sunil Shah, winners of this
year’s joint Angel of the Year at the UK Business Angels
Association 2019 Awards!
Read more

Our Thinking

Case study: Eucon
Applying AI know-how
to build a digital leader
Eucon sits at the intersection of two growth drivers in which Hg
has built substantial experience: the value of big data and the
increasing digitization of the insurance market. Read more

Europe is maturing
in a westward direction
CHART OF THE MONTH:
Hg's Director of Research, David Toms, shows that the US no
longer has a monopoly on large, high growth tech companies.
See the chart

Ari Kaplan interviews
Hg's Thomas Martin
Ari Kaplan, legal industry analyst, interviews Thomas Martin in his
latest podcast, discussing the appeal of legal technology, the
impact of consolidation on innovation, and how a legal technology
company can attract interest from investors. Listen here

Portfolio News

Team Jumbo Visma excel at this
Summer's Tour de France
A race of drama and exertion came to its exciting
conclusion. Congratulations to everyone on the podium but
especially Steven Kruijswijk and Team Jumbo-Visma in third
place! Read more

Trace One on the
ethical approach to packaging
"Packaging is an effective way for brands to address these
concerns as it can help to engage, inform and reassure
consumers when it comes to the supplier’s ethical practices."
Read more

Access acquires Safety Media
"As part of The Access Group, Safety Media will further
strengthen its position in the Digital Learning space, especially in
the Health, Safety and Compliance sector." Read more

Visma welcome HR2day & Dotweb
"These two new and strong members enable us to broaden our
already comprehensive portfolio and competence in HRM and
strengthen our position in the Dutch and European
markets." Read more

Rhapsody releases version 6.5
An enhanced and expanded update to their flagship product. This
is the company’s first product release since splitting from Orion
and merging with Corepoint Health. Read more
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